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Traditional accounts of speech perception generally hold that listeners use isolable acoustic “cues”
to label phonemes. For syllable-final stops, duration of the preceding vocalic portion and formant
transitions at syllable’s end have been considered the primary cues to voicing decisions. The current
experiment tried to extend traditional accounts by asking two questions concerning voicing
decisions by adults and children: �1� What weight is given to vocalic duration versus spectral
structure, both at syllable’s end and across the syllable? �2� Does the naturalness of stimuli affect
labeling? Adults and children �4, 6, and 8 years old� labeled synthetic stimuli that varied in vocalic
duration and spectral structure, either at syllable’s end or earlier in the syllable. Results showed that
all listeners weighted dynamic spectral structure, both at syllable’s end and earlier in the syllable,
more than vocalic duration, and listeners performed with these synthetic stimuli as listeners had
performed previously with natural stimuli. The conclusion for accounts of human speech perception
is that rather than simply gathering acoustic cues and summing them to derive strings of phonemic
segments, listeners are able to attend to global spectral structure, and use it to help recover explicitly
phonetic structure. © 2008 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.2804950�

PACS number�s�: 43.71.An, 43.71.Ft, 43.71.Es �MSS� Pages: 377–385
I. INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the trouble all started in 1944 when Frank Coo-
per and Al Liberman decided to build a reading machine for
the blind. At that time they adopted what Liberman would
later call the “horizontal view” in his book, Speech: A Spe-
cial Code �1996�. According to this view separate segments
are aligned in the speech signal in a linear fashion, strictly
auditory perceptual processes recover the acoustic character
of each segment, and cognitive processes then translate those
acoustic descriptors into phonemic units, void of physical
attributes. Assuming this much about the acoustic speech sig-
nal, Cooper and Liberman turned their attention to what they
saw as the truly difficult problem: optically isolating the let-
ters on the page that would need to be converted into acous-
tic segments. But their own experiments soon revealed the
intractable problem that listeners are unable to recognize
separate acoustic elements presented at a rate replicating
typical speech production. The declassification after World
War II of the technology needed to build a sound spec-
trograph provided a possible clue to the source of the prob-
lem: separate segments are not represented in the acoustic
speech stream. What ensued were decades of searching for
acoustic properties that were at once both invariant correlates
of specific phonetic categories as well as robust predictors of
listeners’ phonetic judgments. Such properties came to be
known as acoustic “cues,” and were generally defined as
portions of the signal that can be isolated visually on the
spectrogram, can be manipulated independently in speech
synthesis, and can be shown to influence phonetic decisions
�Repp, 1982�.
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Experiments exploring possible acoustic cues were all
conducted in essentially the same way: by manipulating one
acoustic property along a continuum, most typically in steps
of equal �linear� size in the construction of synthetic stimuli,
playing those stimuli for listeners in a labeling task, and
plotting the probability of a specific phonetic decision as a
function of the acoustic setting of the manipulated property.
It was not uncommon for experimenters to manipulate one
other selected property in a dichotomous manner such that it
was set to be appropriate for one or the other phoneme. Un-
der these circumstances two parallel labeling functions are
generally derived, with the separation serving as an index of
the amount of influence the dichotomously manipulated
property has on the phonetic decision.

The voicing of syllable-final stops is one consonantal
feature that has been extensively studied in this way. An
acoustic difference in many languages between syllables that
end in voiceless stops, such as “buck,” and those that end in
voiced stops, such as “bug,” that is clearly apparent on a
spectrogram is the duration of the vocalic syllable portion
preceding closure, as Fig. 1 shows. The vocalic syllable por-
tion is shorter when the final stop is voiceless than when it is
voiced. In a carefully controlled series of experiments done
in the 1970s, Raphael and his colleagues demonstrated that
adult English speakers show a strong influence of this tem-
poral property on their phonetic decisions �Raphael, 1972;
Raphael et al. 1975; Raphael et al. 1980�. These experiments
were conducted in the traditional method, using synthetic
stimuli in which all acoustic properties were held constant
across the set of stimuli, except for the duration of those
stimuli and first-formant offsets. Vocalic duration varied in a
linear fashion from rather short to rather long. The offset
frequency of the first formant �F1�, and so the rate and extent

of the transition, was manipulated in a dichotomous manner
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in these experiments to signal either a voiced or voiceless
final stop: higher F1 offsets more strongly support voiceless
decisions, and lower F1 offsets support voiced decisions. Re-
sults consistently showed that both vocalic duration and F1
offset frequency contributed to voicing decisions.

Investigators interested in language acquisition became
interested in the question of whether children use acoustic
cues in the same way as adults to reach decisions about pho-
netic identity, and voicing decisions for syllable-final stops
served as one focus of this work. Several investigators con-
structed synthetic stimuli similar to those used in the experi-
ments of Raphael and colleagues, with vocalic duration vary-
ing in a continuous manner and F1 set dichotomously to be
appropriate for either a final voiced or voiceless stop. The
common conclusions of these experiments were that children
did not base their voicing decisions as strongly on vocalic
duration as adults did, but that the frequency of F1 at stimu-
lus offset exerted a stronger influence on children’s respond-
ing than on that of adults �e.g., Greenlee, 1980; Krause,
1982; Wardrip-Fruin and Peach, 1984�. Those findings fit the
larger picture that was emerging concerning differences be-
tween adults’ and children’s speech perception. Although not
without its detractors, experiments with several kinds of
stimuli were generally revealing that children’s phonetic de-
cisions appeared more strongly dependent on formant transi-
tions, and less dependent on other sorts of acoustic cues
�e.g., Morrongiello et al. 1984; Nittrouer and Studdert-
Kennedy, 1987; Parnell and Amerman, 1978�. The collective
findings of these experiments led to the proposal that chil-

FIG. 1. Spectrogram of buck and
dren modify the amount of perceptual weight they assign to
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individual acoustic cues as they get older and gain experi-
ence with a first language �e.g., Nittrouer, 1996�. Of course,
this model fit the general theoretical perspective of the day,
which again was that separate acoustic cues are recovered
during speech perception and translated by a cognitive pro-
cessor to derive phonemic labels.

In 2004, a series of related experiments were conducted
involving adults’ and children’s labeling of words ending in
voiced or voiceless final stops �Nittrouer, 2004�. In the first
of these experiments, synthetic stimuli were constructed in
the manner of earlier experiments so that vocalic duration
varied across a continuum and F1 at stimulus offset was set
to each of two frequencies appropriate for either a voiced or
voiceless stop. These experiments replicated the findings of
those earlier developmental studies: children’s responses
were less dependent on duration of the vocalic signal portion
and more dependent on the frequency of F1 at stimulus offset
than were responses of adult listeners. In the second kind of
stimulus preparation, natural productions of words ending
with voiced or voiceless final stops were edited so that vo-
calic duration varied from short to long. In those experiments
it was observed that responses of children and adults alike
were strongly related to whether the stimulus had been de-
rived from a word ending with a voiceless or a voiced stop.
For children this meant that labeling functions resembled
those obtained for the children who had heard the synthetic
stimuli, leading to the easily supportable conclusion that
children were basing their responses strongly on formant
transitions near stimulus offsets, as they had with the syn-

spoken by a male, adult speaker.
bug
thetic stimuli. For adults, however, this pattern of responding
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meant there was a substantial change from the pattern of
responding seen in numerous earlier experiments with syn-
thetic stimuli. This difference in response patterns led to the
conclusion that perhaps experiments done with synthetic
stimuli had constrained our ability to determine which cues
listeners use in phonetic decisions with natural speech. It
may be that even adults rely primarily on formant transitions
near a syllable’s end to make decisions about the voicing of
final stops.

The problem with that conclusion, however, is that there
are numerous cues that vary in natural stimuli as a function
of phonetic structure, and so it is hard to determine which
one accounts for most of the variability in phonetic deci-
sions. It is this very fact that has always made natural stimuli
so undesirable for empirical study: With all those uncon-
trolled acoustic properties it is difficult to know how much
each one explains about perceptual responding. The finding
that adults and children showed similar labeling functions for
edited natural stimuli ending in voiced and voiceless final
stops might not mean that adults and children were basing
decisions on the same acoustic property. Perhaps adults and
children actually rely on different acoustic attributes, both of
which happen to vary across voicing conditions in natural
stimuli. The current experiment was originally undertaken to
address this possibility.

One difference between synthetic stimuli generally used
in experiments exploring the perception of syllable-final stop
voicing and natural tokens was that synthetic stimuli pre-
served voicing-related differences in F1 offset transitions
only. In fact, all formant transitions at the syllable’s end are
affected by the voicing category of the final stop. Because
the vocal folds are abducted before the vocal tract achieves
complete closure in the production of a syllable ending in a
voiceless final stop, formants have not attained their final
frequencies at voicing offset. In the production of words with
voiced final stops, on the other hand, speakers continue voic-
ing through closure, and so those final frequency destinations
are reached. The difference in F1 depending on voicing is
always that F1 is higher at voicing offset for words with
voiceless, rather than voiced, final stops because F1 fre-
quency is tightly linked to the degree of vocal tract opening.
For higher formants, however, the relation between the for-
mant’s frequency at voicing offset and the voicing feature of
the final stop depends on the place of closure for the stop.
But regardless of the exact nature of that relation, dynamic
spectral information at the ends of syllables was clearly
richer in the natural stimuli than in the earlier synthetic
stimuli, and Nittrouer �2004� suggested that findings for ed-
ited natural tokens showed that all listeners were basing their
voicing decisions on those final formant transitions.

There are differences in acoustic structure earlier in the
syllable as a function of whether the final stop is voiced or
voiceless, as well. In particular, F1 rises more rapidly at
voicing onset and achieves a higher frequency when the final
stop is voiceless than when it is voiced �Summers, 1987�.
Summers �1988� showed that this acoustic difference alone
influences voicing decisions for adult listeners. Conse-
quently, the possibility needed to be considered that perhaps

it was this acoustic characteristic that was influencing deci-
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sions of some listeners for natural tokens in the Nittrouer
�2004� study, and adults were seen as more likely to use this
perceptual strategy. That is, perhaps adults are able to take
advantage of dynamic spectral patterns across the lengths of
syllables in making phonetic decisions whereas children
might be restricted to using only that information in the sig-
nal region generally affiliated with the segment in question.
To examine this possibility we presented adults and children
in the current experiment with synthetic stimuli in which
formants replicated the patterns of natural syllables over their
entirety, and also with stimuli in which formant transitions
were deliberately held constant at syllable offsets, but al-
lowed to vary in a natural manner earlier in the syllables.

In summary, this experiment was conducted in order to
extend the work of Nittrouer �2004� in two ways. First, by
presenting synthetic stimuli that replicated natural tokens of
words ending in voiced and voiceless final stops we would
be able to examine whether the difference in adults’ response
patterns observed for synthetic and natural stimuli had some-
thing to do with the naturalness of the stimuli. Would adults
and children show the same labeling functions for stimuli
replicating the acoustic structure of the natural stimuli in the
2004 study, but possessing a synthetic nature? Generally
concern exists that children may show decrements in perfor-
mance for synthetic compared to natural speech �e.g.,
Mirenda and Beukelman, 1987; Reynolds and Jefferson,
1999�, but in this case the question may be asked of adults’
responding, as well. In the second stimulus manipulation we
asked what it was in the natural stimuli that supported adults’
and children’s voicing decisions. In particular the hypothesis
was explored that perhaps children based their voicing deci-
sions on formant transitions going into vocal tract closure,
but adults based their decisions on formant characteristics
earlier in the stimulus. This hypothesis would be supported if
children showed greater differences in their response patterns
between the two stimulus types used in this experiment than
adults showed.

II. METHOD

A. Listeners

Adults between the ages of 18 and 39 years participated,
as well as 8 year olds, 6 year olds, and 4 year olds. Children
were between −1 and +5 months of their birthdays. All lis-
teners had to meet certain criteria to participate. All partici-
pants were native English speakers with no histories of
speech, language, or hearing problems. All were required to
pass hearing screenings of the frequencies 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and
6 kHz presented at 25 dB hearing level to each ear sepa-
rately. Children could have had no more than five episodes of
otitis media before their second birthdays. Children needed
to perform at or better than the 30th percentile on the
Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation 2, Sounds-in-Words
subtest �Goldman and Fristoe, 2000�, and adults needed to
read at or better than an 11th grade reading level on the Wide
Range Achievement Test – Revised �Jastak and Wilkinson,
1984�. Meeting these criteria were 24 adults, 24 8 year olds,

32 6 year olds, and 30 4 year olds.
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B. Equipment and materials

Perceptual testing took place in a soundproof booth,
with the computer that controlled the experiment in an adja-
cent room. The hearing screening was done with a Welch
Allen TM 262 audiometer and TDH-39 earphones. Stimuli
were stored on a computer and presented through a Creative
Labs Soundblaster card, a Samson headphone amplifier, and
AKG-K141 headphones. The experimenter recorded re-
sponses with a keyboard connected to the computer. Two
pictures on 8 in.�8 in. cards were used to represent the re-
sponse labels of buck �a male deer� and bug �a ladybug�.
Game boards with ten steps were also used with children:
they moved a marker to the next number on the board after
each block of test stimuli. Cartoon pictures were used as
reinforcement and were presented on a color monitor after
completion of each block of stimuli. A bell sounded while
the pictures were being shown and served as additional rein-
forcement.

C. Stimuli

Two sets of stimuli were created for this experiment:
synthetic buck/bug that copied the patterns of frequency
change across the first three formants of natural buck and bug
tokens �“natural-formant” stimuli�, and synthetic buck/bug
that had a relatively high or low F1 frequency at syllable
center �“high/low F1” stimuli�, but ambiguous formant tran-
sitions near the syllable’s end. Both sets of stimuli were cre-
ated using the Sensyn Laboratory Speech Synthesizer. In
both sets of stimuli, f0 started at 130 Hz and fell linearly
throughout the stimulus to an offset frequency of 100 Hz. All
stimuli were completely voiced, with no stimulus portion
replicating voicing during closure for the final stop or a re-
lease burst. Each stimulus that was created was subsequently
manipulated so that individual tokens varied along a con-
tinuum from 100 to 260 ms, in nine 20-ms steps. So, vocalic
duration served as a nondynamic �i.e., static� property that
has been shown to have a large influence on voicing deci-
sions of English-speaking adults in experiments with syn-
thetic stimuli that vary only vocalic duration and F1-offset
transitions. All stimuli were presented as isolated words in a
labeling task.

1. Natural-formant

The natural-formant stimuli were based on natural to-
kens of an adult, male speaker producing the words buck and
bug in isolation. Nittrouer et al. �2005� provide complete
results of acoustic analyses on these and similar words, and
measures from that study served as a guide for creating these
stimuli. In both kinds of stimuli, F3 was held constant at
2700 Hz until 50 ms before offset. For the more buck-like
stimulus, F3 fell to an ending frequency of 2500 Hz, while in
the more bug-like stimulus it fell to 2400 Hz. For the more
buck-like stimulus, F2 started at 1000 Hz and rose linearly
throughout the stimulus to 1200 Hz at stimulus offset. For
the more bug-like stimulus, F2 was constant at 1000 Hz until
50 ms before offset, at which time it rose linearly to
1400 Hz. Regarding F1, it started at 400 Hz, rose linearly to

800 Hz over the first 50 ms, and remained at 800 Hz until
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stimulus offset for the more buck-like stimulus. For the more
bug-like stimulus, F1 started at 400 Hz, rose linearly to
625 Hz over the first 50 ms, and remained at 625 Hz until
50 ms before offset, at which time it fell linearly to 250 Hz.
Thus, all formants varied across the voicing conditions as
they do in natural syllables: F2 and F3 more closely approxi-
mated a “velar pinch” and F1 was lower in frequency at
stimulus offset in the voiced condition. Furthermore, F1 dif-
fered across the length of the stimuli as natural tokens of
buck and bug do. There were 18 natural-formant stimuli: two
formant patterns x nine vocalic durations.

2. High/low F1

For both of the high/low F1 stimuli, F3 was constant at
2700 Hz until 50 ms before offset, at which time it fell to its
ending frequency of 2450 Hz �midpoint of settings for the
voiced and voiceless conditions in the natural-formant
stimuli�. F2 was constant at 1000 Hz until 50 ms before off-
set, at which time it rose linearly to 1300 Hz �again, mid-
point of the settings for the voiced and voiceless conditions
in the natural-formant stimuli�. Thus, both F2 and F3 were
set to ambiguously signal voicing for the final stop. For the
most buck-like of these high/low F1 stimuli, F1 started at
400 Hz, rose linearly to 800 Hz over the first 50 ms, and
stayed at 800 Hz until 50 ms before offset. At that time it fell
by 175 Hz to its ending frequency of 625 Hz. For the most
bug-like of the stimuli, F1 started at 400 Hz, rose linearly to
625 Hz over the first 50 ms, and stayed at 625 Hz until
50 ms before offset. At that time it fell by 175 Hz to its
ending frequency of 450 Hz. So F1 differed at syllable center
across stimuli, but fell by the same amount at offset. There
were 18 of these high/low F1 stimuli: two F1 patterns X nine
vocalic durations.

D. Procedures

Adults attended one test session and children attended
two. Screening procedures were completed first. Next, two
sets of stimuli were used in pretesting. A set of completely
natural tokens of buck and bug was presented, with whatever
voicing during closure was in the signal and release bursts.
These tokens were taken from three different adult, male
speakers. Two tokens each of buck and bug were used from
each speaker, making a total of 12 stimuli for the pretest.
Listeners had to respond correctly to 11 of them to proceed
to the next pretest. The next pretest consisted of the same 12
stimuli, only with the release bursts and voicing during clo-
sure removed. Listeners had to respond correctly to 11 of
these stimuli in order to proceed to testing.

In testing, all listeners were presented with both sets of
stimuli. The order of presentation of the natural-formant and
the high/low F1 stimuli was randomized across listeners. The
same procedures were followed for each set of stimuli. Prac-
tice items were presented before the testing began. Practice
items consisted of buck and bug “best exemplars,” which
were the stimuli that should most strongly evoke the correct
words. For example, for the natural-formant stimuli, the
stimulus with the buck-like spectral settings that was 100 ms

long and the stimulus with the bug-like spectral settings that
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for t
was 260 ms long were played, six times each �12 stimuli�.
The listener had to respond correctly to at least 11 of these
stimuli to proceed to testing. During testing, ten blocks of
stimuli were presented for both sets. Listeners responded by
saying the label and pointing to the picture that represented
their selection. To have their data included in the final analy-
sis, participants needed to respond with at least 80% correct
responses to these best exemplars during testing. This re-
quirement served as a check that data were analyzed only
from participants who maintained attention to the task: be-
cause all listeners were required to respond correctly to 90%
of these stimuli during practice, they should have been able
to do so during testing, if they maintained attention.

For children, cartoon pictures were displayed on the
monitor and a bell sounded at the end of each block. They
moved a marker to the next space on a gameboard after each
block as a way of keeping track of how much more time they
had left in the test.

The percentages of bug responses to each stimulus were
tabulated and subsequently correlated with settings for vo-
calic duration and spectral structure �appropriate for buck or
bug�. The obtained regression coefficients indexed the
weights that were assigned to each of these acoustic proper-
ties in perception. These correlation coefficients from indi-
vidual listeners were used for statistical analyses.

III. RESULTS

Of the 30 4 year olds who met the criteria to participate,

FIG. 2. Labeling functions
three did not meet the labeling criterion with unedited, natu-
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ral buck/bug stimuli; that is, those that preserved voicing
during closure and burst releases. Another ten did not meet
criterion with natural buck/bug stimuli that had the voicing
during closure and burst releases edited out. So, a total of 17
4 year olds participated in the testing.1

A. Natural-formant buck/bug

Nine 4 year olds, 11 6 year olds, and one 8 year old were
unable to reach the criteria for having their data included
because they failed either to label 90% of the best exemplars
correctly during the pretest or to label 80% correctly during
actual testing. Consequently, data were included for eight 4
year olds, 21 6 year olds, 23 8 year olds, and 21 adults.

Figure 2 shows mean labeling functions for each age
group for the natural-formant buck/bug stimuli. Labeling
functions were similar across age groups, suggesting that all
listeners were responding similarly. Furthermore, it is clear
that when the patterns of spectral change in formants across
the utterance were appropriate for bug, all listeners re-
sponded with close to 100% bug responses; when these for-
mant patterns were appropriate for buck, listeners responded
with close to 0% bug responses. These functions are all ex-
tremely flat, as well, suggesting that children and adults did
not weight vocalic duration very strongly at all in these
stimuli. These patterns of responding replicate results for all
contrasts created by editing natural stimuli in Nittrouer

he natural-formant stimuli.
�2004�.
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In viewing labeling functions such as those in Fig. 2 it is
difficult to get a sense of the variability in how listeners
within a group labeled the stimuli, and so a sense of the
variability in labeling across groups. For this reason we com-
puted the means of the within-group standard deviations �of
percent VOICED responses� across each of the 18 stimuli in
this experiment. These means were 17 percent for adults,
17.5 percent for 8 year olds, 16 percent for 6 year olds, and
13 percent for 4 year olds. From these numbers it is con-
cluded that variability in labeling was similar across groups.

The left side of Table I shows mean partial correlation
coefficients �i.e., Pearson r� for each age group for the
natural-formant stimuli. It can be seen that listeners in all age
groups generally weighted spectral structure more than vo-
calic duration. A two-way analysis of varience �ANOVA�
done on the coefficients, with property �vocalic duration vs
spectral structure� and age as the main effects, showed a
significant effect of property only, F�1,76�=163.93, p
� .001. The Property X Age interaction was not significant.
This result reveals that more of the variance in response pat-
terns was explained by spectral structure than by vocalic du-
ration, and this pattern did not vary with listener age.

B. High/low F1 stimuli

Seven 4 year olds, 13 6 year olds, one 8 year old, and
one adult were unable to reach the criteria for having their
data included during either the pretest or test. Consequently,
data were included for ten 4 year olds, 19 6 year olds, 23 8
year olds, and 20 adults.

Figure 3 shows mean labeling functions for each age
group for the high/low F1 stimuli. Again, children and adults
appear to be weighting transitions heavily in their voicing
decisions, and vocalic duration less so. This pattern appears
similar across groups. In order to compare variability in la-
beling across groups we again computed means of the
within-group standard deviations across each of the 18
stimuli in this experiment. Here we found means of 20 per-
cent for adults, 17.5 percent for 8 year olds, 21 percent for 6
year olds, and 22.5 percent for 4 year olds. Again, these
numbers were taken as an indication of similar variability

TABLE I. Mean partial correlation coefficients for ea
duration and spectral� in each condition.

Natural Forma
Vocalic Duration

4 year olds
0.21

�0.16�

6 year olds
0.19

�0.24�

8 year olds
0.27

�0.22�

Adults
0.17

�0.25�

Mean
0.21

�0.23�
across groups.
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The right side of Table I displays mean correlation co-
efficients for each age group for these stimuli. A two-way
ANOVA done on the coefficients with property and age as
the main effects showed a significant effect of property only,
F�1,76�=17.10, p�0.001, again revealing that correlation
coefficients were greater for spectral structure than for vo-
calic duration. Again, the Property x Age interaction was not
significant.

C. Comparison across stimulus types

Simple effects analysis was performed on correlation co-
efficients for each kind of acoustic property �vocalic duration
and spectral structure� across the two stimulus types �natural-
formant and high/low F1� separately to see if listeners
weighted the acoustic properties differently depending on
how much information was available in the overall spectral
structure: Spectral structure more strongly signaled voicing
in the natural-formant stimuli than in the high/low F1
stimuli. Both kinds of acoustic properties showed significant
effects of stimulus type: vocalic duration, F�1,76�=109.70,
p�0.001; spectral structure, F�1,76�=59.97, p�0.001.
These results show that listeners weighted spectral structure
less and vocalic duration more for the high/low stimuli than
for the natural-formant stimuli. This difference in weighting
strategy across the stimuli sets indicates that listeners pay
more attention to spectral structure when that structure is
more informative, as it was for the natural-formant stimuli
compared to the high/low F1 stimuli in this experiment.
When spectral structure is less informative, then listeners
apparently turn their attention to other aspects of the acoustic
structure that reliably signal phonetic identity, which in this
case was vocalic duration. Neither the main effect of age nor
the Stimulus Type x Age interaction were found to be sig-
nificant in this analysis, indicating that adults and children
showed similar shifts in perceptual attention across stimulus
types. So adults and children based their voicing decisions
on the same aspects of acoustic structure in both sets of
stimuli, and the structure that they primarily used was the
dynamic spectral structure of the formants across the syl-

e group, for each kind of acoustic property �vocalic

High/Low F1
ral Vocalic Duration Spectral

0.46 0.65
� �0.24� �0.25�

0.39 0.72
� �0.28� �0.28�

0.48 0.67
� �0.24� �0.31�

0.45 0.73
� �0.30� �0.28�

0.44 0.70
� �0.26� �0.28�
ch ag

nt
Spect

0.90
�0.12
0.87

�0.25
0.84

�0.25
0.88

�0.28

0.87
�0.24
lables.
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IV. DISCUSSION

In this experiment, listeners were presented with syn-
thetic stimuli that varied in two ways: vocalic duration varied
along a continuum from short to long, and stimulus-internal
spectral structure differed across all or most of the stimulus
depending on the voicing of the final stop. All listeners were
strongly influenced in their phonetic judgments by the spec-
tral structure of those stimuli. Vocalic duration did not
heavily influence responses for any age group. These find-
ings contrast sharply with previous results from adults and
children for synthetic stimuli that carefully controlled the
spectral structure across most of the syllable, except for the
final portion, and there varied it for only one formant, F1
�e.g., Greenlee, 1980; Krause, 1982; Nittrouer, 2004;
Wardrip-Fruin and Peach, 1984�. For those stimuli it was
found that children, but not adults, used that extremely cir-
cumscribed spectral structure in their voicing decisions.
Adults instead turned their perceptual attention to vocalic
duration for making voicing decisions in those experiments,
as they have been found to do in similar experiments dating
back 50 years �e.g., Denes, 1955; Raphael, 1972; Wardrip-
Fruin, 1982�. Thus it may be concluded from results across
those earlier experiments and this current experiment that
younger listeners seek out dynamic spectral structure, and
use whatever information of that nature they can find in the
signal. Adults, on the other hand, do not use dynamic infor-
mation that is impoverished. Perhaps it is the case that adults

FIG. 3. Labeling function
are more facile at shifting their perceptual attention as the
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situation demands: In the case of synthetic stimuli in earlier
final-voicing experiments, adults may have shifted their at-
tention completely to the temporal information when the
spectral information was impoverished. Be that as it may,
when available, adults weight dynamic spectral information
more than the temporal information for final voicing deci-
sions, and much as children do.

Of course, it is always tempting to attribute any age-
related differences in speech perception to possible age-
related differences in auditory sensitivities for the properties
being manipulated. So, for example, the earlier results with
synthetic speech stimuli for syllable-final stop voicing might
indicate that adults are more sensitive than children to tem-
poral properties. By the same reasoning, an auditory hypoth-
esis would have to predict that children are more sensitive
than adults to spectral glides because children have been
found to weight that information more than adults. Nittrouer
and Lowenstein �2007� examined the auditory hypothesis by
manipulating temporal and spectral properties in nonspeech
signals to replicate the structure of stimuli in earlier speech
perception experiments with syllable-final voicing. Discrimi-
nation thresholds were obtained for nonspeech signals that
varied in either duration or spectral structure. Similar sensi-
tivity was found for adults and children for stimulus duration
and spectral glides across three sine waves corresponding to
the first three formants. When only the glide of the lowest
frequency sine wave was manipulated �the condition corre-

the high/low F1 stimuli.
s for
sponding most closely to those earlier synthetic speech
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stimuli�, adults were actually slightly more sensitive than
children to those glides. So, no evidence was found from
experiments with nonspeech stimuli to support the conten-
tion that perceptual weighting strategies for speech signals
are based on auditory sensitivity.

The findings reported here replicate the finding of Sum-
mers �1988� showing that adults make use of differences in
F1 frequency across the syllable. The current study extends
that work by demonstrating that children show similar ef-
fects. Of course, because the high/low F1 stimuli manipu-
lated the onset and middle portions of the stimuli together,
this study was unable to distinguish whether listeners were
specifically weighting the onset transition or the steady-state
information in their decisions. Whatever the case, it is clear
that listeners of all ages use spectral structure that is not
temporally constrained to the acoustic region traditionally
associated with the segment they are being asked to label in
those experiments: In the high/low F1 condition, the spectral
structure at the ends of the syllables was ambiguous between
the voiced and voiceless replicas.

A broader implication of the results reported here is that
perhaps the traditional view of human speech perception
must be revised. Perhaps our theory building regarding this
important process has been ill served by the view that listen-
ers extract discrete acoustic cues and then perform a cogni-
tive translation of these properties into phonetic units. The
results of the current study are consistent with a model of
speech perception in which listeners attend to overall spec-
tral structure, the kind of structure that arises from the rela-
tively slow articulatory movements within the vocal tract.
When the fine spectral structure within the syllable portion
generally considered to be associated with the specific pho-
netic segment listeners were being asked to label was set to
be ambiguous with regard to stop voicing, the weight that
listeners assigned to vocalic duration increased slightly, but
still decisions were largely based on the dynamic spectral
pattern associated with the production of the whole syllable.
This trend was as apparent for children as for adults. So,
perhaps listeners attend primarily to overall patterns of spec-
tral change during speech perception. Perhaps it is primarily
in our psychophysical experiments where we restrict the sen-
sory information available for decision making that we find
that some listeners are able to turn their attention to other
properties. And it should not surprise us that the listeners
who are most capable of doing so are mature listeners who
are native speakers of the language being manipulated, and
so who have had the most experience hearing how other
properties covary with overall spectral structure. For words
ending in voiced and voiceless stops, this suggestion derives
from the numerous studies showing that English-speaking
adults are better able to use vocalic duration �when spectral
structure is constrained� than English-speaking children
�Greenlee, 1980; Krause, 1982; Nittrouer, 2004; Wardrip-
Fruin and Peach, 1984� or adults who are native speakers of
a language without a vowel-length distinction associated
with final voicing �Crowther and Mann, 1994; Flege and
Wang, 1989�.

In summary, perhaps the early emphasis on the horizon-

tal view, as exemplified by the work of Cooper and Liberman
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�Liberman, 1996� took us down a blind alley. To be sure,
these investigators eventually turned their attention to alter-
native models of speech perception, as Liberman explains in
his 1996 book. Nonetheless the view of the speech signal as
a collection of discrete cues persisted in theory and experi-
mental procedure. Have we spent decades dissecting speech
stimuli and manipulating individual “cues,” all the while ig-
noring the importance of integrated spectral structure to hu-
man speech perception? Only further investigation using
paradigms that do not rely exclusively on manipulation of
separate acoustic cues can answer this question.
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